WJVintage
December 2020 Newsletter

Welcome to the December edition of the WJVintage newsletter
and may I take the opportunity to wish every one of my
customers and readers a very merry Christmas. The past 9
months have been quite unforgettable for all the wrong reasons
due to Covid 19, but I have to say there have been positives and
with vaccines now becoming available we look forward with new
hope to a return to normality during 2021.
Personally, I think I have an awful lot to be thankful for. I live in a
fairly rural area and, touch wood, we have been relatively
unaffected by the virus. We have huge areas of open countryside
and woodland where we have been able to exercise (with our
dogs) as normal. Day to day I work from home, so nothing much
has changed there - apart from my travels to shows and events
which I do miss greatly. In our village we have everything we
need, and it has brought our community together considerably as
we have all tended to support our local shops and amenities –
long may it continue. Finally, I have some incredible customers,
many of whom I now consider friends. Throughout we have
chatted on the phone, on email, on WhatsApp and on Zoom – its
not the same as in person but it has kept us in touch. Above all
else, I really appreciate your support for me and my business as
we have struggled through a fairly difficult year. Thanks to you all
and see you in 2021 – I hope!
Have a wonderful Christmas and don’t forget …
Keep Enjoying Your Trains!
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Customer Corner
(aka - Your ‘Lockdown Locos’)
Some News from Ireland
First up this month, and not before time I have to say, come some great
photos from Neil Tee over in the Republic of Ireland. It is great to see
traditional tinplate O gauge is alive and thriving over on the Emerald Isle
with photos coming from events in Dublin, Donegal, Burtonport and
Killybegs. It is really great that Neil is getting about (or was pre-Covid)
and spreading the word. It is particularly nice to see clockwork Hornby
featuring again.

Here are a few words from Neil himself with a lovely story about running
clockwork onboard the ‘miracle coach’:
‘I thought you and maybe your audience might like some clockwork pics as the
clockwork is quite cheap and easy to find. I adapted the layout shown in the
HRCA magazine sometime around 2012/13 for the Donegal Railway Heritage
Centre at Christmas 2013. It was on show in the 41foot coach there. This was
on an 1879 chassis but with a body designed in the 1920s to attract tourists
across the ferry from Stranraer to Larne where it ran on the NCC lines. It was
bought by the Donegal on their closure in 1950 and ran till the end of Donegal
services in 1959. It was then cut in half and each half used as a holiday home in different parts of Donegal. The restorers at the Fintown Railway came across
one half and used it for a while as a ticket office. I discovered the other half in a
remote field in north Donegal. The guys at Fintown knew me and were gracious
enough to offer me their (rather derelict) half and I had the two reunited and
restored with grant aid. As a result, we called it the ‘miracle coach’.
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On the photo with the double track section in the foreground is a tunnel in the
centre by the Christmas decorations - the last item remaining of the Hornby I
had as a wee child, so now owned by me for nearly 70 years. I collected the
rest over the period 1976 to 2000 by which time electric had taken over, though
I still run clockwork over the electric tracks. You may have heard of Larry
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Peacock who has reversibly converted a number of my 0-4-0 clockwork locos to
electric.

Neil, I know Larry Peacock very well and a fantastic job he does of
converting old clockwork Hornby locos to electric in a completely
reversible manner so they can be returned to ‘as produced’ condition.
Neil continues:

‘Here are some pics of my locos in action at shows in Donegal and Dublin. Ace
Duchess is great for starting a 12-coacher (Hornby Coaches) with half a turn of
wheelspin! My old Scotsman has the interesting history of having blown a 5amp
fuse in an old Gaugemaster but no-one could find anything wrong and it is still
going some 20 years on from that. It was only a 10-coach load! ‘

80-year old Hornby Princess with
14-coach train at Burtonport show

Etoile du Nord centre, double
header to right at Dublin show
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More clockwork with an A4 streamliner at the Killybegs Model railway Show

Really great stuff Neil and thank you so much for sharing it with us. Let’s
hope we can all get back to some model railway shows in 2021!

More from Brian Edinboro
Last month I showed a couple of photos from Brian Edinboro with the
promise that I would feature a picture showing the way he has extended
his layout using a short converter piece between his Lionel FasTrack and
his new Merkur extension track. Well, true to his word Brian has sent me
some more photos. Here is a photo of the track join which looks pretty
seamless to me.
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Brian has also sent a few more photos of his layout including a really
atmospheric picture of two Warships emerging from a rather nice engine
shed.

Then what about this lovely Leeds Model Company LNER Steam Sentinel
Railcar?

I am actually hoping to take this Sentinel in part exchange for a J94 that
Brian has ordered, so this may be available very soon. It is very unusual
having the name ‘Diligence’ rather than ‘Nettle’ and I am intrigued to see
it ‘in the flesh’ to see if the name is part of the litho or has been added
with transfers or an overlay of some description. It looks to be in great
condition and apparently it runs really smoothly. More news on this in a
future newsletter.
Finally, a picture of Brian’s pride and joy. He has this mounted on a wall
at home and it is the original ‘Flying Scotsman’ smokebox door nameplate
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from the locos Diamond Jubilee year in 1983. Below the photo is a rather
blurred shot of the real thing as Alan Pegler, former owner of the loco,
gave a speech to mark the occasion.

A Little Festive Cheer

It is Christmas time, so I think a little festive cheer is in order. It comes
from regular contributor, Les Martin, who sent in the photo below of an O
gauge Handcar driven by polar bears, presumably on their way to assist
Santa on his busy night! Mind you, I think the reserve driver may have
slightly over indulged!!
Now it is only very short but if you would like
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to see some bear-power in action here is a video link to a Youtube clip:
Polar Bear Handcar in action - YouTube

Thanks for this Les, and a Very Merry Christmas to you!

Made me Grin!
Keeping up the festive cheer theme, here is a little Christmas humour to
hopefully bring a smile to your face
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Welcome to ‘Tin’sel Town

I often talk about my wonderful customers and how many of them have
become friends and I have to say I am absolutely sincere in what I say.
Many – most even – I have never met, and yet over the years we have
developed a friendly rapport through our shared interests.
This year, two of my customers have gone ‘above and beyond’ in my
estimation. A while ago I mentioned in these pages, my love for tinplate
buildings but I never expected it to be picked up and acted upon.
So, imagine my surprise to receive, out of the blue and totally
independently, not one, but two fabulous tinplate buildings as Christmas
gifts!
From Gordon in Washington State, USA, I received a lovely tin of
chocolates with the tin being a miniature of the shop that made them –
Boehm’s Candy Kitchen. Boehm’s is famous in the Issaquah area and the
chalet style of the shop reflects the Austrian heritage of its founder Julius
Boehm, who emigrated to the Pacific North West during World War Two. I
am pleased to report that the contents tasted great and the tin looks
equally great. Many thanks and a Merry Christmas to you and yours
Gordon.
From Broder in Hannover, Germany, I received a fabulous tin house full of
traditional German Lebkuchen goodies. For someone who spent a while
living in Germany (many years ago) it was a welcome reminder of the
wonderful confectionery and cakes that I used to enjoy. The house itself
is also a fabulous item, being a Christmassy musical box with lights that
flash in time to the music, a lovely rendition of ‘Deck the Halls’ – quite
brilliant! My heartfelt thanks to Broder and Katrin and may I wish you
both a wonderful Christmas!
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What’s New

Thank you to everyone that reacted so positively to the new Well Wagon
announcement last month.
I reckon I have already sold about 30% of what will be my quota of
around 100 wagons which gives me great confidence to go forward. We
now, of course, just need Brexit sorting out so that we know exactly what
the implications on cost (if any) might be.
It doesn’t purport to be a replica, but the design certainly draws
considerable influence from the very rare pre-war Bassett-Lowke ‘Flatrol
M’ design. Accordingly, some of the loads which Graham Lock has very
kindly already mocked-up, and which will be offered separately, also
reflect the vintage heritage of this lovely wagon.

I have also found a couple of Diecast models that fit perfectly, shown here
are the Matchbox Yesteryear Rolls-Royce Armoured Car and a Dan Toys
Guy Van (the entire series fit nicely) I am sure you will find other suitable
loads too.
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It is early days at the moment, and the Czech Republic has been hit far
harder in the second wave of Coronavirus than it was in the first, so I will
not predict a delivery date just yet.
However, I will say that the price looks like being £99.00 plus P&P (and
subject to Brexit deal/no-deal, free trade/trade tariffs etc) and liveries will
include LNER, GWR, LMS, SR and BR, plus we have already had several
requests for a WD version so this is now included as well.
Please note loads are not included – they will be offered separately.

New O Gauge Trams from ETS

Trams have always been of interest to railway enthusiasts – I guess as
another form of tracked transportation. ETS have a really excellent O
Gauge tram system that has been available for some years. It will run on
standard O Gauge 2-rail track, or they do produce their own excellent
bespoke tram track. They have also just announced that they have
introduced two new trams which may be of interest.

The first is ETS #61 – A Prague Tram with covered platform. It features
lighting and is supplied with a sheet of stickers to allow customisation.
The second is ETS #62 – A
Munich Tram, again with
covered platform and
featuring lights and a
sheet of stickers.
Both new trams are priced
at £147.00 each plus P&P
If you are new to the ETS tram system these new items can also be
included in a starter tram set which comes complete with tram, oval of
track, controller and 15V DC power supply. These will be available early in
2021 priced at £227.00 per set plus P&P.
Please get in touch for full details.
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Christmas Crackers!
Yes, Christmas is upon us, and whilst it may be a very different
celebration this year, I think we all deserve a little Christmas cheer after
this rather difficult year.
With this in mind, I have put together a selection of products that may
tempt you, either as presents or as a treat for yourself!

ETS #185 Beyer Garratt 0-2-6-6-2-0 LMS Maroon
R/N 4998

What better way to start than with this highly limited special edition of the
eye-catching Beyer Garratt by ETS

This is a new production run of just four pieces in LMS Maroon and I still
have two pieces available.
Is it me or does this not look just stunning in this superb livery?
The specification is as follows:
Tinplate construction with detailed tampo-printed livery
3-rail only
0-16 volts DC operation
Working front and rear directional lights
Twin Motors each with the unique ETS clutch drive
UK droplink couplings
Overall length 500mm (19.7 inches)
Operates on minimum 27inch radius track

Price is £739.00 plus P&P
Please get in touch quickly to secure one of these beautiful
and head turning locomotives.
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Austerity/LNER J94
0-6-0ST

Sentinel Y1/Y3
0-4-0 Steam
Shunter
-LNER 8163 & 8400
-British Railways
-BR early & late
crest
-BR Engineering
Dept
-LMS
-GWR

Tank Wagons
& Brake Van
4-Wheel
WD – Sulphuric Acid
6-Wheel
St Ivel
NE Brake

The David Bates Collection
I have known David for some years now and indeed I featured some of
his ideas a year or two back in relation to battery powered locos for use
with radio control.
Well, David has decided to move on from O gauge. He has decided to
transfer into 16mm narrow gauge live steam in his garden. As a result,
his entire collection of O Gauge locos is now up for sale. Over a period of
years, David has refined the system that he uses, and on offer is the very
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latest in 2.4ghz radio control, expertly adapted for use in coarse scale O
gauge locomotives. They are ideal for outdoor use but will of course run
just as happily indoors as well. They really are quite something as I think
you will agree when you read on.
What’s on offer?
Well, David has now converted all his locos to battery power, using state
of the art Lithium Polymer batteries for long run time. He has fitted sound
and smoke to most of the locos and each is fitted with a receiver, speed
controller and battery. For operation, you will also receive a transmitter,
programmable controller, battery charger, as well as full instructions – in
fact around £250.00 of radio equipment with each loco. They really are
‘ready to run’.
What’s more, David has produced a video to accompany each loco so you
can see for yourselves exactly how realistically they operate. He explains
the features of each loco and the functions available
Here is the complete list:
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Loco Name
A3 Flying Scotsman (Double Tender)
Britannia 'Oliver Cromwell'
A4 Mallard
A4 Bittern (Double Tender)
Prairie Tank Engine
Pannier Tank Engine
9F Evening Star

Make
Bassett Lowke
Ace Trains
Seven Mill Models
Seven Mill Models
Ace Trains
Ace Trains
Ace Trains

Smoke
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
Yes

Price
£750.00
£950.00
£800.00
£999.00
£599.00
£450.00
£850.00

All the models are pictured below and underneath each photo is a link (or
two) to a Youtube video where David explains the features and operation
of each loco.
A3 Flying Scotsman

(Double Tender)

BL 4472 Flying Scotsman Pt1 - YouTube
BL 4472 Flying Scotsman Pt2 - YouTube

Britannia ‘Oliver Cromwell’

Ace Trains Britannia - YouTube
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A4 Mallard

A4 Bittern

Seven Mill Models A4 Mallard Pt1 - YouTube
Seven Mill Models A4 Mallard Pt2 - YouTube

Seven Mill Models A4 Bittern - YouTube

(Double Tender)

Prairie Tank

Pannier Tank

Ace Trains Prairie - YouTube

Ace Trains Pannier Tank - YouTube

9F Evening Star

Ace Trains O Gauge 9F Evening Star - YouTube

Remember, each loco comes complete with the following:
Transmitter , Programmable Controller, Full Instructions for Use

This is a unique and exciting opportunity, particularly if you operate
outside, or just wish to be free of all the hassle of keeping track joints
electrically sound and rails clean enough for good conductivity. Everything
you need is included. All you need to do is charge up, switch on, bind the
radio and you are away!
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Now, obviously all these items are one-offs so it is very much first come,
first served. Please get in touch as quickly as possible to secure one of
these great locos.

See us at Shows – it’s not happening for a while yet!
Well, I’m afraid with the recent rise in Covid 19 infections and the latest
government lockdown measures to hopefully bring the second/third wave of
the virus under control, it looks like late spring/summer 2021 will be the
earliest we will see any shows return. Indeed, the government is saying that
measures may have to be in place until at least April, taking us well into the
new year.
However, I am still open for business, indeed I could do with your support
more than ever at this tricky time financially, so do remember that I can still
take your orders and despatch by post. Ordering and Payment options as
below.

Ordering from WJVintage is still Easy

Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place you
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
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my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.

Delivery Situation
Despite the new Tier system, both postal and courier services are
currently operating but are becoming extremely busy as they deal with
Christmas demand. This is leading to some delays with certain services.
Order early is the only advice
By the time you read this the deadline for guaranteed Christmas
post will have passed. However, I can still try if you order quickly.
Failing that what about a nice treat for the period between
Christmas and New Year? After all there is no visiting to be done
this year ☹
Some overseas parcels are still subject to delay and, of course the
situation is subject to change as Covid spikes in some countries may
result in further measures to control the outbreaks.
Please bear this in mind when ordering from overseas and please do be
patient. Touch wood, nothing has been lost at all yet, but there have
been, and will be, delays.
Just to repeat my statement from previous newsletters this is still
relevant:
Staff and Premises
•
•
•

As a one-man-band I am continuing to operate from the WJ Vintage HQ in the
Northamptonshire countryside.
Currently I am fit and well and keen to crack on as usual, whilst exercising all
possible caution according to government guidelines.
I operate from a home office, plus a small, custom-built storeroom/pick and pack
area and I am currently taking extra care to ensure a clean working environment
with surfaces being regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Deliveries
•
•
•

•

I am currently continuing to work with Royal Mail, Parcelforce and other delivery
services to get your parcels to you in good time.
In most cases, delivery drivers will drop off parcels without you having to
physically sign for them.
Public Health England (PHE) has advised that people receiving parcels are at
virtually no risk of contracting the coronavirus. From experience with other
coronaviruses, we know that these types of viruses don’t survive long on objects,
such as letters or parcels.
This works in tandem with my own policy of regular hand washing and use of
sanitiser gel when handling and packing goods.
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Merry Christmas to you all!

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

